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                            21st February, 2022 

 
 

 
10 Downing Street 
London 

SW1A 2AA  
 
 

Dear Prime Minister, 
 

 
I thought it might be helpful, whilst waiting for a response, to upgrade some of the 
information you may need.  The child had multiple problems yet was placed in a school 

who did not have the staff or facilities for his special needs (well documented).  You 
have to ask, why he was put at such risk in the first place?  The headmaster had been 
refused any help from head office; he was protecting the child the best he could.  The 

new head with military experience, after the failed Ofsted, soon gave the child a short 
sharp shock.  Obviously, it was shape up or ship out.  The child was bullied to comply; 

it did not go well for him and he was traumatised and expelled. 
 
The mother relocated to Northamptonshire where he was properly assessed, placed in a 

school with special needs capacity, one on one, with a good clinical psychologist and 
the mother all working together for the child’s benefit.  His speech improved as did his 

behaviour; dyslexia was suspected as it is in the mother’s side of the gene pool.  He 
started to thrive.  With her business expanding and the child under control and 
learning, she decided to go back to her hometown (all and much more on record from 

our won tribunal).  The child seems normal to us “says the council” so the child has his 
working system removed and put into normal classrooms.  Subsequently he crashed 
and burned to the point where his MP and local paper got involved.  Placement after 

placement failed, each traumatising him further.  In another letter I will go into more 
detail about the bullying he received, local school for local kids, so bullying was a day 

and night experience.  As a naughty boy he got no support from the council or police, 
he always seemed to get the blame, as I can testify as his appropriate adult. 
 

By the time we reached the tribunal in 2012 I had multiple questions to ask.  Why was 
he put at risk on often multiple occasions a day, why was he not formally diagnosed?  

Who made the decision to break his routine and why, considering the damage done, 
again well documented at the won tribunal. 
 

None of this makes any sense, for little more than the cost of fostering a child, 
Northants stabilised and gave him the chance of a good future.  It has cost Herts 
Council and Offices a small fortune to harm the same child. 
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I hope this had helped to clear things up for you and see why an independent 
investigation is the way to go; cover up and aiding and abetting child abuse are criminal 
acts, for example, where is the missing paperwork of complaint about the way the child 

was treated by the military-type head at the first school.  Staff and others complained.  
His sister saw what happened; just a naughty child?  Education and Social Services 
were then tied into the cover up.  When the child returned they could not admit making 

a mistake, so stuck to the party line.  What other conclusion can I make given all the 
evidence I have seen and has access to, so these are not wild allegations.  How far has 

the cover up gone? 
  

Why did the GCC not stand up for my diagnosis even though that is what I have been 

qualified and registered to do?  Why dd the GCC not stand by a Chiropractic patient 
which is at the core of what they should do? 
 

Again, another part that should be independently investigated particularly with the 
changed recommended in the Baby P transcripts.  It would be interesting to chart the 

progress of all the other children that fell into the abyss after being failed by the system 
and its planners.  My opinion as a Clinician (based on fact) is that your system works 
on budgets, by non-diagnosis or years of delay you can fill the spaces you have 

budgeted for, and the rest have to wait.  New Labour set the bar well below the actual 
current needs, so if you do not have a diagnosis, you are naughty and do not deserve to 

get anything.  Totally corrupt and morally bankrupt but that’s politics for you.  The 
damage done to these children is immense and continuing for life.  Why does a naughty 
boy get more extreme?  Because the abuse through wrong diagnosis never stopped. 

 
I hope this helps; a lot to check up I expect, so I will send another letter next week 
covering from 2012 up to now.  

 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Howard Lamb 

DC 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 


